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1 Introduction 

GEO Morphix Ltd. was retained by 2325483 Ontario Inc. to delineate the meander belt width and 
to assess and mitigate erosion potential within Feedmill Creek in the Kanata West Development 
Area. We understand that the valley corridor along the western boundary of the property may 
eventually be realigned to accommodate development activities. As such, the findings of this 
assessment will also inform the corridor design requirements in the case where natural corridor 
design is required. 

The primary goal of this assessment was to determine meander belt, which may be used as the 

limit of development.  

This assessment included the following components: 

 Review available background reports and mapping (geology, topography, etc.); 
 Desktop reach delineation; 
 Completion of a rapid geomorphological field assessment to document channel conditions 

and verify the desktop assessment; and  
 Review historical and recent aerial photographs to determine the limits of the meander 

belt width and to calculate channel migration rates, or estimate the meander belt width 
using models if the channel is not visible in the aerial imagery or is to be realigned. 

With regards to future erosion potential, an assessment of channel sensitivity along with 
determination of an erosion threshold for the receiving watercourse. The goal of this component 
of the assessment was to characterize erosion potential in Feedmill Creek in order to help mitigate 
future impacts and support development of a suitable SWM plan as part of the mitigation strategy.  

This component of the assessment included the following tasks: 

 A desktop analysis for determining the potential zone of impact; 
 Apply rapid geomorphic assessments to determine the overall stability of the receiving 

watercourse and to identify areas of erosion concern or at risk drainage feature based on 
field observations; 

 A detailed geomorphic assessment of a sensitive reach, the primary objective of which is 
to determine the critical flow or erosion threshold; and 

 Support appropriate strategies to address erosion concerns. 

2 Background Review 

2.1 Watershed Characteristics 

Feedmill Creek originates southwest of the study area, within the Carp Valley. The creek generally 

flows northeast through agricultural fields, bending to the northwest and flowing along the western 
boundary of the subject property. It continues across Highway 417 and then flows northeast 
through a mix of industrial, forested and agricultural areas to its outlet at Carp River in Kanata. 
The study area contains a mix of the aforementioned land use types. Portions of the channel have 
been historically or recently straightened and others retain more natural features. Reach 

delineation was refined through field observation.  

Channel morphology and planform are largely governed by the flow regime and the availability 
and type of sediments (i.e., surficial geology) within the stream corridor.  Physiography, riparian 
vegetation and land use also physically influence the channel.  These factors are explored as they 
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not only offer insight into existing conditions, but also potential changes that could be expected 
in the future as they relate to a proposed activity. 

Physiographically, the majority of Feedmill Creek within the Kanata West Development Area 
project site overlies fine-textured glaciomarine deposits containing silt and clay with minor sand 

and gravel, associated with the former marine bed of the Champlain Sea. Upstream reaches of 
Feedmill Creek, including the northwest reach along the subject property overlies organic deposits 
containing peat, muck and marl. Underlying Paleozoic bedrock is exposed in localized areas and 
acts as a topographic control through the area (OGS, 2010). 

Monthly precipitation averages at Ottawa MacDonald-Cartier Int’l A (Climate ID 6106000) range 
from a low of 54.3 mm in February to a high of 92.8 mm in July.  During the winter months, most 

of the precipitation is in the form of snow.  During spring, snowmelt and rain-on-snow events 

likely generate long-duration high flows in watercourses, which result in the most significant flows 
with respect to shaping the channel.  Convective storms during the summer are also likely to have 
a role in shaping the channel, but are less significant due to the short duration of high flows.  

2.2 Reach Delineation 

Reaches are homogeneous segments of channel used in geomorphological investigations.  They 
are studied semi-independently as each is expected to function in a manner that is at least slightly 
different from adjoining reaches.  This allows for a meaningful characterization of a watercourse 
as the aggregate of reaches, or an understanding of a particular reach, for example, as it relates 
to a proposed activity. 

Reaches are delineated based on changes in the following: 

 Channel planform; 

 Channel gradient; 
 Physiography; 
 Land cover (land use or vegetation); 
 Flow, due to tributary inputs; 
 Soil type and surficial geology; and 
 Certain types of channel modifications by humans. 

This follows scientifically defensible methodology proposed by Montgomery and Buffington (1997), 

Richards et al. (1997) and the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (2004) as well as 
others. 

Reaches were first delineated as a desktop exercise using available data and information, such as 
aerial photography, topographic maps, geology information, and physiography maps.  These 
results were then verified in the field.  

Five (5) reaches were delineated for Feedmill Creek including one reach (Reach 5) along the 

boundary of the subject property. Four additional reaches were defined within the length of stream 
downstream that was investigated as part of the assessment. These reaches were defined based 
on the location of road crossings as well as changes in land use, planform and gradient. Reaches 
were numbered from downstream to upstream to provide a geographic context. A reach map is 
provided in Appendix A. 
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2.3 Historical Assessment 

3 Field Observations 

Reach observations and channel measurements were collected on July 5th and 6th, 2016. 
Photographs are provided in Appendix B and field observations are provided in Appendix C for 
reference. Rapid geomorphological assessments for each reach were completed on July 5th, 2016. 
A detailed assessment for one reach was completed on July 6th, 2016. 

3.1 Rapid Geomorphological Assessments 

The rapid geomorphological assessments included the following reach observations: 

 Characterization of stream form, process, and evolution using the Rapid Geomorphological 
Assessment (RGA) (MOE, 2003, VANR, 2007); 

 Assessment of the ecological function of the watercourse using the Rapid Stream 

Assessment Technique (RSAT) (Galli, 1996); 
 Stream classification following a modified Downs (1995) and a modified Brierley and Fryirs 

(2005) River Styles Classification approach;  
 Reach-scale habitat sketch maps based on Newson and Newson (2000) outlining channel 

substrate, flow behaviour, geomorphological units, and riparian vegetation on the day; 
 Instream estimates of bankfull channel dimensions;  
 Bed and bank material composition and structure; and 

 Georeferenced photographs to document the location of all observed erosion and 
infrastructure. 

Five (5) reaches were defined within the study area. Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, below, outline 
field observations for the observed reaches.  

Channel instability was objectively quantified through the application of the Ontario Ministry of 
the Environment’s (2003) Rapid Geomorphic Assessment (RGA).  Observations were quantified 
using an index that identifies channel sensitivity based on evidence of aggradation, degradation, 

channel widening, and planimetric adjustment.  The index produces values that indicate whether 
the channel is stable/in regime (score <0.20), stressed/transitional (score 0.21-0.40) or adjusting 
(score >0.41).   

The Rapid Stream Assessment Technique (RSAT) was also employed to provide a broader view of 
the system and consider the ecological functioning of the watercourse (Galli, 1996).  Observations 
were made of channel stability, channel scouring or sediment deposition, instream and riparian 

habitats, and water quality. The RSAT score ranks the channel as maintaining a poor (<13), fair 
(13-24), good (25-34) or excellent (35-42) degree of stream health.   

The tributary was classified according to a modified Downs (1995) Channel Evolution Model, which 
describes successional stages of a channel as a result of a perturbation, namely hydromodification.  
Understanding the current stage of the system is beneficial as this allows one to predict how the 
channel will continue to evolve, or respond to an alteration to the system.   

The River Styles Framework (Brierley and Fryirs, 2005) provides a geomorphic approach to 

examining river character, behaviour, condition and recovery potential through the identification 
of the Geomorphic Process Zone.  Geomorphic attributes are assessed, larger scale interactions 
between zones are analyzed, and historical data are studies in order to understand the historical 
evolution and future trajectories of those reaches.  This ultimately provides a physical template 
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for river management.  A modified classification approach was applied to the study reaches. Table 
1 below summarizes the results of the rapid geomorphological assessments.  

Table 3.1. Rapid Assessment results by reach 

Reach 

RGA (MOE, 2003) RSAT (Galli, 1996) 

Downs’ Channel 
Evolution Model 

(1995) 

River Styles 
Framework 

(Brierley and 
Fryirs, 2005) 

Score Condition 
Dominant 

Systematic 
Adjustment 

Score Condition 
Limiting 
Features 

1 0.25 
In 

Transition/ 
Stress 

Aggradation 27 Good  
Riparian 
Habitat 

Conditions 

d - Selective 
deposition 
resulting in 

reduced channel 
width 

Meandering,  
relatively stable, 
suspended load 

dominated, low to 
moderate stream 

power 

2 0.28 
In 

Transition/ 
Stress 

Aggradation 29 Good 
Riparian 
Habitat 

Conditions 

d - Selective 

deposition 
resulting in 

reduced channel 
width 

Meandering,  
relatively stable, 
suspended load 

dominated, low to 
moderate stream 

power 

3 0.30 
In 

Transition/ 
Stress 

Aggradation, 
Widening 

34 Good 
Scouring 

/Sediment 
Deposition 

d - Selective 
deposition 
resulting in 

reduced channel 
width 

Meandering,  
relatively stable, 
suspended load 

dominated, 
moderate stream 

power 

4 0.19 In Regime Widening 27 Good 
Riparian 
Habitat 

Conditions 

d - Selective 
deposition 
resulting in 

reduced channel 
width 

Meandering,  
relatively stable, 
suspended load 
dominated, low 
stream power 

5 0.19 In Regime Aggradation 23 Good 

Riparian 

Habitat 
Conditions 

d - Selective 
deposition 

resulting in 
reduced channel 

width 

Straight,  
relatively stable, 

suspended load 
dominated, low 
stream power 

 

Reach 1 was classified according to the River Styles framework as a suspended load channel with 
a low to moderate gradient and stream power. The creek exists as a single channel and follows a 
meandering pattern, partially confined by valley sides both historically occurring and associated 
with recent development activities. A portion of the channel, mid-reach, has been recently 

straightened and realigned along the south valley wall; historically the entire reach has been 
meandering, with some meanders contacting the valley wall. A new crossing has been established 

along the straightened portion of the reach. Aggradation was noted throughout a substantial 
portion of the reach, including large sand deposits along bars, on the bed and sand deposits on 
top of banks. Erosion was less prominent (approximately 5-30%) and consisted mainly of 
undercutting, measured up to 0.33 m. Generally, bank angles ranged 30° to 90°. Riparian 
vegetation consisted mainly of dense grasses with shrubs along limited sections, both providing 

stability to channel bank material. Bank material was composed of clay to sand. Bed material 
ranged from clay to cobbles in riffles and from clay to silt in pools. Riffles comprised approximately 
30% and pools / run features comprised approximately 70% of the length of the reach. Average 
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bankfull width and depth were 3.83 m and 0.89 m, respectfully. Woody debris was present in the 
channel and cutbank at a moderate density. The stream was clear and odourless. 
 
According to the Downs’ Model of Channel Evolution (1995), Reach 1 was classified as “d – 

depositional” due to selective deposition resulting in reduced channel width. The Rapid 
Geomorphic Assessment produced a score of 0.25 or, “In Transition/Stress” with the dominant 
process being “Evidence of Aggradation” as shown by embedded riffle materials, siltation in pools, 
accretion of point bars and deposition in the overbank zone. The Rapid Stream Assessment 
Technique produced a score of 27, or “Good” with riparian habitat conditions as the limiting factor.  
 
Reach 2 exists as a sinuous single channel. It follows an irregularly meandering pattern, partially 

confined by valley sides. The meanders are smaller and less-regular than in Reach 1. Similar to 
Reach 1, it was classified as a suspended load channel with low to moderate gradient and stream 
power. Aggradation, however notable, was somewhat less-dominant a feature in this reach. 
Further defining this reach was exposed till along the stream bed through a large portion at the 
downstream end. Bank erosion and bank conditions were similar to Reach 1 with erosion 
approximately 5-30%, bank angles generally ranging 60° to 90° and undercuts averaging 0.28 

m. Bank composition was also similar, ranging from clay to sand. Bed material ranged from clay 
to cobbles in riffles and clay to silt in pools with exposed till in both types of geomorphic unit. 
Riffles were present through approximately 20% of the reach and pools or run features were 
present through approximately 80% of the reach. Average bankfull width and depth were 2.83 m 
and 1.05 m, respectfully. Riparian vegetation consisted of dense grasses and shrubs through a 
limited extent of the reach. Woody debris was less commonly present in the channel and cutbank 
than it was in Reach 1, as was woody vegetation. Upstream of Reach 2 lie two sections running 

through culverts beneath on and off-ramps of Highway 417. The stream was clear and odourless. 
 
Rapid assessment techniques produced similar results in Reach 2 as in Reach 1. According to 

the Downs’ Model of Channel Evolution (1995), Reach 2 was classified as “d – depositional” due 
to selective deposition resulting in reduced channel width. The Rapid Geomorphic Assessment 
produced a score of 0.28 or, “In Transition/Stress” with slightly less dominance on “Evidence of 
Aggradation” and a greater amount of “Evidence of Degradation” than Reach 1. The Rapid Stream 

Assessment Technique produced a score of 29, or “Good” with riparian habitat conditions as the 
limiting factor.  
 
Reach 3 was classified according to the River Styles Framework as a suspended load channel with 
a moderate gradient and moderate stream power. This reach flowed as a single, well-defined, 
meandering channel. The valley setting and meanders were generally wider than in other reaches 

observed however the channel still exhibited partial confinement. The channel flowed through a 
dense cedar forest. As such, bank material was comprised of a greater fraction of mineral soil and 
was stabilized by a greater proportion of tree roots as compared to other observed reaches. Also 
resulting from the forested surroundings was a greater amount of woody debris in the channel 
and on banks. Evidence of both erosion and deposition were noted throughout the reach. Bank 

erosion ranged approximately 30-60% with bank angles ranging 60° to 90° and undercuts ranging 
0.2 to 0.5 m. Exposed roots and leaning trees were common. Bank composition ranged from clay 

to sand. Sand deposits were noted on outer bends, tops of banks and in pools. Bed material 
ranged from gravel to cobbles in riffles and from clay to sand in pools. Geomorphic units were 
well-developed, with riffles present along approximately 70% of the reach and pools 
approximately 30% of the reach. Average bankfull width and depth were 4.40 m and 0.80 m, 
respectfully. A length of the downstream portion flows over exposed Paleozoic bedrock. One 
informal farm crossing was noted. Reach 3 was the most sensitive reach observed in the study. 
The stream was clear and odourless. 
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According to the Downs’ Model of Channel Evolution (1995), Reach 3 was classified as “d – 
depositional” due to selective deposition resulting in reduced channel width. The Rapid 
Geomorphic Assessment produced a score of 0.30 or, “In Transition/Stress” with the dominant 
processes being “Evidence of Aggradation” and “Evidence of Widening”. The Rapid Stream 

Assessment Technique produced a score of 34, on the high end of ranking “Good” with channel 
scouring / sediment deposition as the limiting factor.  
 
Reach 4 was classified as a suspended load channel with a low to moderate gradient and stream 
power according to the River Styles Framework. The observed length of reach flows through an 
unconfined grassy floodplain with a history of beaver activity and localized ponding. Dead trees 
were noted throughout the flood plain on the bank or in the channel in several locations. This 

reach exists as a single, well-defined channel with moderate sinuosity and irregular meanders. 
Average bankfull width and depth were 2.23 m and 0.88 m, respectfully. Bed and bank material 
ranged from clay to sand with notable sand deposits in pools. Geomorphic units were less-well 
developed than in downstream reaches with riffles comprising just 10% of the stream length and 
pools/run features the remaining 90%. Deposition in pools was noted but generally less dominant 
than in downstream reaches. Bank erosion was similar in extent to reaches 1 and 2, at 

approximately 5-30%, with bank angles ranging 60° to 90° and undercuts up to 0.33 m. The 
stream was clear and odourless. 
 
According to the Downs’ Model of Channel Evolution (1995), Reach 4 was classified as “d – 
depositional” due to selective deposition resulting in reduced channel width. The Rapid 
Geomorphic Assessment produced a score of 0.19 or, “In Regime” with the dominant processes 
being “Evidence of Widening”. The Rapid Stream Assessment Technique produced a score of 27, 

or “Good” with riparian habitat conditions as the limiting factor.  
 
Reach 5 exists as a straight single channel having been previously channelized and maintained 

as such. It flows along the western border of the subject property, though a predominantly grassy, 
unconfined, agricultural/wooded setting. According to the River Styles Framework, it was classified 
as a suspended load channel with low gradient and low stream power. Average bankfull width and 
depth were 2.30 m and 0.52 m, respectfully. Geomorphic units were nearly absent through this 

reach; a single riffle was noted downstream of an informal farm crossing in a short shrubby section 
of the channel. The remainder of the channel exists as a run feature. Bed material ranged from 
clay to gravel in runs and from clay to cobbles in riffles with a high degree of embeddedness. 
Rooted emergent vegetation and rootlets were present along a substantial extent of the reach. 
This reach exists within an area dominated by wetlands and organic soils. Bank erosion was under 
5% in this reach with undercutting up to 0.12 m observed but generally quite low. Bank angles 

ranged from 60° to 90°. Deposition was noted in the channel and on top of banks.   
 
According to the Downs’ Model of Channel Evolution (1995), Reach 5 was classified as “d – 
depositional” due to selective deposition resulting in reduced channel width. The Rapid 
Geomorphic Assessment produced a score of 0.19 or, “In Regime” with the dominant processes 

being “Evidence of Aggradation”. The Rapid Stream Assessment Technique produced a score of 
23, or “Good” with riparian habitat conditions as the limiting factor.  
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Table 3.2. General channel characteristics by reach 

 

3.2 Detailed Geomorphological Assessments 

Following the initial rapid assessments, Reach 3 was identified for detailed assessment. This reach 
was selected because it is most sensitive reaches downstream of the reach that flows along the 
western boundary of the subject property that may eventually be realigned to accommodate 
development activities.  Reach 3 was identified as ‘In Transition’ as a result of aggradation and 

widening and as such was deemed suitable for determining an appropriate erosion threshold for 
the upstream subject reach.   

The detailed assessment was completed on July 6th, 2016 and included the following: 

 Long-profile, level survey of the channel centre line; 

 8 detailed cross-sectional surveys of the watercourse; 
 Detailed instream measurements at each cross-section location including bankfull channel 

geometry, riparian conditions, bank material, bank height/angle, and bank root density; 

 Bed material sampling at each cross-section following a modified Wolman’s (1954) Pebble 
Count Technique or substrate sample; and 

 Velocity, discharge and observations of active/inactive sediment transport at select 
representative cross-sections.  

A summary of the detailed assessment results is provided in Appendix D. 

Reach 
Average 
Bankfull 

Width (m) 

Average 
Bankfull 
Depth 
(m) 

Substrate 

Valley  
Type 

Riparian 
Vegetation 

Notes 
Riffle Pool 

1 3.83 0.89 
Clay to 
sand, 
cobble 

Clay to silt 
Partially 
confined 

Shrubs and 
grasses 

Straightened section 
mid-reach with new 
crossing; over-bank 

and bar sand 
deposits common 

2 2.83 1.05 Cobble, till 
Clay to silt, 

till 
Partially 
confined 

Shrubs and 
grasses 

Undercut along 
entire reach length; 
till exposed along 

bed 

3 4.4 0.8 
Sand to 
cobble, 
bedrock 

Clay to 
sand, 
cobble 

Partially 
confined 

Continuous 
cedar forest 

Well developed 
riffles and pools; 
reach in natural 
state; bedrock 

exposure along bed 

4 2.23 0.88 Clay to silt 
Clay to 
sand, 
cobble 

Partially 
confined 

Mainly grasses, 
forested areas 

Geomorphic units 
not as well defined 

as downstream 
reaches; previous 
flooding in area; 
upstream portion 

not observed 

5 2.3 0.52 
Clay to 
cobble, 
rootlets 

Clay to fine 
gravel, 
rootlets 

Unconfined Mainly grasses 

Previously 
straightened 

channel dominated 
by run feature 
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Table 3.3. Bankfull parameters of the sensitive reach 

Channel parameter Results 

Measured 

Average bankfull channel width (m) 3.79 

Average bankfull channel depth (m) 0.41 

Bankfull channel gradient (%) 0.33 

D50 (mm) < 2 

D84 (mm) 50.8 

Manning’s n roughness coefficient 0.030 

Computed 

Bankfull discharge (m3/s) * 0.45 

Average bankfull velocity (m/s) 0.60 

Unit stream power at bankfull discharge (W/m2) 13.96 

Tractive force at bankfull (N/m2) 13.24 

Critical shear stress (N/m2) ** 7.02 

Flow competency for D50 (m/s) *** N/A 

Flow competency for D84 (m/s) *** 1.20 

* Based on Manning’s equation 
** Based on Shields diagram from Miller et al. (1997) 

*** Based on Komar (1987) 

 
Bank pins were installed on the tops of banks and erosion pins were installed for bank erosion 
monitoring at two representative cross sections (one riffle and one pool). Detailed measurements 
were taken at these two cross sections in order to establish a baseline should future monitoring 
activities be required. Velocity was measured at select cross sections (typically monitoring cross-
sections or riffles) to provide an estimate of stream flow at the time of observations.  

4 Meander Belt Width Assessment 

4.1 Methodology 

Most watercourses in Ontario have a natural tendency to develop and maintain a meandering 

planform, provided there are no spatial constraints.  A meander belt width assessment estimates 
the lateral extent that a meandering channel has historically occupied and will likely occupy in the 
future.  This assessment is therefore useful for determining the potential hazard to proposed 

activities in the vicinity of a stream.  

When defining the meander belt width for a creek system, unconfined and confined systems are 
treated differently.  Unconfined systems are those with poorly defined valleys or slopes well-
outside where the channel could realistically migrate.  Confined systems are those where the 

watercourse in contained within a defined valley, where valley wall contact is possible.  

In unconfined systems, the meander belt width can be graphically defined using orthorectified 
aerial imagery or through survey by determining the channel centreline and the channel’s central 
tendency (i.e. meander belt axis).   
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When watercourses are fully confined within a valley, an erosion setback is employed along with 
delineation of a stable top of slope.  Stability of the valley wall should be assessed by a qualified 
geotechnical engineer. 

Meander belt widths were estimated for two channel reaches. Reach 5 is the reach that flows 

along the western boundary of the subject property and which may eventually require realignment 
to accommodate development activities. This reach was unconfined and previously straightened. 
Reach 3 represents a reference reach located downstream exhibiting natural meandering 
features, indicators of sensitivity and partial confinement within a wide valley system. Both 
reaches exhibited defined channel banks.  

Reach 3 lies mainly within a forested area containing a high density of evergreen vegetation and 

as such, banks are not clearly visible in aerial photographs. Reach 5, as mentioned, was 

previously straightened. As such, empirical models were used to provide estimates of the meander 
belt width.  

The empirical relations from Williams (1986) were modified to include channel area and width, 
and applied using the bankfull channel dimensions such that: 

𝐵𝑤 = (18𝐴0.65 + 𝑊𝑏) × 1.2         [Eq. 1] 

𝐵𝑤 = (4.3𝑊𝑏
1.12 + 𝑊𝑏) × 1.2        [Eq. 2] 

where Bw is meander belt width (m), A is bankfull cross-sectional area (m2), and Wb is bankfull 

channel width (m).  An additional 20% buffer, or factor of safety, was applied to the computed 
belt width values.  This addresses issues of under prediction and provides a factor of safety. 

The results of these empirical models were compared with field-measured values of meander 

amplitude, for a reference meander within the immediate vicinity of the study area.  In order to 
account for the active channel, the average bankfull width, as well as a 20% factor of safety was 
applied to this meander amplitude, similar to the empirical modelling approach. 

Results of the meander belt width assessment, including the empirical modelling and desktop-

based approaches are presented in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1. Meander belt width estimates for subject and reference reaches. 

 Meander Belt Width Method 

*Williams – Area 
(1986) (m) 

*Williams – Width 
(1986) (m) 

Reference 
Meander 

Amplitude 
Approach (m) 

Recommended 

Meander Belt 
Width (m) 

Reach 3 33 28 23 23 

Reach 5 27 16 N/A 27 

 

4.2 Results and Discussion 

Meander belt width calculations completed in the Carp River Watershed Study (CRWS) take a very 
conservative approach of 20 to 40 times the bankfull width.  This is substantially higher than 
recommended by the MNRF under their Guidelines (MNRF, 2001). To provide a more site 
appropriate meander belt width, a detailed assessment of the reach adjacent to the development 

and a downstream reference reach was completed.  The assessment suggests the meander belt 
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widths range from 16 to 33 m (based on the reference reach).  We suggest 27 m provides an 
adequate meander belt width for Reach 5 adjacent to the development.  This is greater than the 
measured meander belt width from Reach 3 (23 m).  We note that the area approach from 
Williams (1984) is more conservative than the width method that we usually employ, due to the 

uncertainty regarding a potential channel realignment. If a realignment is proposed, this can have 
an impact on the meander belt width, and should be refined based on the design geometry of the 
restored bankfull channel. 

5 Erosion Analysis 

5.1 Erosion Threshold Analysis 

An erosion threshold can be defined as the magnitude of flow required to potentially entrain and 
transport channel bed and/or bank materials.  Threshold targets are therefore provided to guide 
the design of the proposed SWMFs to ensure that natural erosion rates in the receiving 
watercourse are not accelerated. 

The erosion threshold analysis provides a depth, velocity, or discharge at which sediments of a 
particular size may potentially be entrained.  The results of the detailed geomorphic assessments 
for Reach 3 (Table 3.3Error! Reference source not found.) were used to inform the erosion 
threshold analysis.  We note that, due to natural variability of channel morphology and sediment 
characteristics within the reach, the computed flow characteristics only provide first 
approximations of erosion thresholds.  

Erosion thresholds are determined using different methods that are dependent on channel and 

sediment characteristics.  An erosion threshold, in the form of a critical discharge, was calculated 

based on the bed and bank materials and local channel geometry, as determined in the detailed 
geomorphological assessments.  Theoretically, above this discharge, entrainment and transport 
of sediment can occur.  Erosion thresholds for non-cohesive sediments may be estimated using 
either a shear stress or a velocity approach. 

One such velocity approach follows that of Komar (1987), which is based on a velocity approach, 

whereby: 

𝑉𝑐𝑟 = 57𝐷0.46 [Eq. 5] 

where Vcr is the critical velocity (cm/s) required to entrain a grain size of D (cm). 

The velocity in an average channel cross section, U, is calculated at various depths, until the 
average velocity in the cross section exceeds the critical velocity of the bed materials.  The velocity 

in the typical cross section is determined using a Manning’s approach, where the Manning’s n 
value is visually estimated, or by using the Limerinos (1970) equation: 

𝑛 =
(0.1129) 𝑅1 6⁄

1.16+2.0 log(
𝑅

𝐷84
)
 [Eq. 6] 

where R is the hydraulic radius (m) and D84 is the grain size at which 84% of the material is finer 
(m).  Mathematically, the velocity, U, is calculated as: 

𝑈 =
1

𝑛
𝑑

2
3⁄ 𝑆

1
2⁄  [Eq. 7] 
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where n is the Manning’s roughness coefficient, d is the depth (m), and S is the channel gradient.  
The critical discharge is then calculated using the flow area of the cross section at the depth where 
the average velocity in the cross section exceeds the critical velocity of the bed materials. 

Determining the erosive resistance of cohesive and/or vegetated bank materials depends on a 

number of factors, including particle size, cohesion of bank materials, and vegetation effects due 
to rooting.  A typical approach to determine thresholds for the banks is to use empirically derived 
values for various materials, such as those by Julien (1995).  To estimate the erosion threshold 
of the channel banks, it is assumed that 75% of the bed shear stress and velocity act on the banks 
in a simplified cross section, following Chow (1959).  In this case, as for the bed materials, flow 
depth is increased until the average velocity in the cross section acting on the banks exceeds the 

permissible velocity of the bank materials, as outlined by Julien (1995). 

The results of the erosion threshold analyses are provided in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1. Erosion thresholds of bed and bank materials 

Erosion Thresholds (Reach 3) 

Bankfull Conditions 

Bankfull width (m) 3.79 

Maximum bankfull depth (m) 0.59 

Average bankfull depth (m) 0.41 

Slope (%) 0.33 

Bankfull Manning's n 0.030 

Manning's n applied for erosion thresholds 0.033 

Bankfull discharge (m3/s) 1.64 

Bankfull velocity (m/s) 1.05 

Bankfull shear stress (N/m2) 13.24 

D50 (m)† 0.01130 

Erosion Threshold - Bed Materials 

Critical discharge (m3/s) 0.45 

Critical velocity (m/s)* 0.60 

Apparent shear stress (N/m2) 7.02 

Water depth at critical discharge (m) 0.24 

Erosion Threshold - Bank Materials 

Critical discharge (m3/s) 0.71 

Critical velocity (m/s)** 0.53 

Apparent shear stress (N/m2) 9.38 

Water depth at critical discharge (m) 0.32 

* Based on Komar (1987) 
** Based on Julien (1995) 
† Average grain size excluding fine materials in pools to eliminate bias 
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The critical discharge needed to entrain the bed materials in Reach 3 was determined to be 0.45 

m3/s, based on a critical velocity of 0.60 m/s determined using Komar’s (1987) method.  As the 

bank materials in this reach consisted of a sandy loam, a permissible velocity of 0.53 m/s was 

used (Julien, 1995).  The critical discharge for the bank materials, based on this velocity, was 

determined to be 0.71 m3/s.  The critical discharge for the bank materials, of 0.45 m3/s, was 

determined to be appropriate for the reach, as it provides a conservative estimate. 

It should be noted that the modelling approach applied to determine the erosion thresholds has 
the potential to underestimate the erosion threshold.  As such, field verification is recommended.  
While the erosion thresholds are based on surveyed cross sections, field verification beyond the 

water depths on the day of the surveys have not been completed. 

6 Summary and Recommendations 

The subject reach of Feedmill Creek within the subject lands, Reach 5, is not confined.  As such 
the channel can naturally migrate within its valley setting.  Given this, Williams (1986) meander 
belt width protocol was employed.  The assessment was based on a measurement of the bankfull 

width, and was modified to accommodate cross-sectional area.  This resulted in recommendations 
for the meander belt width for Reach 5 of 16 m based on existing conditions, and 30 m in the 
event that the channel is realigned. 

Rapid field assessments identified a reach of potential erosion sensitivity downstream of the 
proposed development. The detailed assessments were completed in one reach that was identified 
as sensitive and indicative of natural channel conditions.  An erosion threshold was defined for the 
bed and banks of Reach 3, and a critical discharge of 0.45 m3/s was defined.  We note a DRC 

approach is recommended in the subwatershed study to address erosion concerns.  The erosion 
threshold can be employed in several ways to assess erosion mitigation strategies.   

We trust this report meets your requirements.  Should you have any questions please contact the 
undersigned. 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

  

Paul Villard Ph.D., P.Geo., CAN-CISEC Emily Rick, B.Sc. 
Director, Geomorphologist Environmental Scientist 
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Project #: PN16059 
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Photo 
1 

 

Reach 1 – upstream facing to run feature; grassy banks, partial confinement, undercutting 
on inner bank, sandy deposit out outer bank 

Photo 
2 
 
 

 

Reach 1 – upstream facing upstream of new crossing; large sandy deposit with cut face on 
bank 



Project #: PN16059 
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Photo 

3 
 
 

 

Reach 2 – till on stream bed 

Photo 
4 
 
  

 

Reach 2 – upstream facing – wooded section of reach; undercut banks, woody debris; 
riffle feature with cobbles; embedded cobbles at downstream end; sand on bank 



Project #: PN16059 
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Photo 

5 
 
  

 

Reach 3 – upstream facing downstream end of reach; large undercut, large sandy deposit, 
exposed tree roots and woody debris 

Photo 
6 

 

Reach 3 – upstream facing at downstream end of reach; riffle over exposed bedrock on 
bed 



Project #: PN16059 
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Photo 
7 

 

Reach 3 – upstream facing at surveyed cross section 3 (mid-reach) - riffle feature; bed 
material mainly cobbles 

Photo 
8 

 

Reach 3 – downstream facing at surveyed cross-section 5 (mid-reach) – pool feature; bed 
material clay to sand with embedded cobbles; sand on inner bank, undercut outer bank 



Project #: PN16059 
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Photo 

9 

 

Reach 4 - upstream facing; grassy undercut banks; silt to cobbles on bed 

Photo 
10 

 
Reach 4 - upstream facing; run feature with undercut banks and large woody debris; dead 

trees throughout floodplain 
 
 
 



Project #: PN16059 
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Photo 

11 

 
Reach 5 - upstream facing; grassy undercut banks; run feature; clay to silt bed with 

rooted submergent vegetation 

Photo 
12 

 
Reach 5 – upstream facing in scrubby wooded section of reach showing bankfull 

dimensions and straight nature of reach; clay to cobble bed material, embeddedness 
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^ 
(rabre M) ar\(Tabre 1s) U Bank Material

{oo\ e,fi-.- \-'} 
f url f ,o\

E M Ewettedwidth(mlEm[]
fE N EwettedDepth(mlEffin

E %Rifftes: W%poots: N MeanderAmptitude: n
E RiffteLength(m) dUndercuts(m) ffi comments:

E [_] wiffte balt I 
^Dv 

tEstimated

Sand Gravel

Itr
trtr
dr

Cobblr Boulder Rootlets

tr

tr

tr

d
tr

T

tr

u

u

Parent

{
d
T

Bank Angle

fl o-30
I 30-60
|-11160 - 90

ffiUndercut

Bank Erosion

Z <5%

l\r5 - 30%

tr 30-50%

f 50-L00%

Clay/Silt

tr

{
J

Completed by: Checked uv, flD



Date: Ttr,\l 5,zot<o i Stream/Reach: Ru,l^t-
Weather: Strut rIr,,,J< qnL Location: Q.edwrll Creab

Field Staff: AD,ER Watershed/Su bwatershed : Ca{p Ri.'"r

Rapid Geomorphic Assessment

GEotMoRPHrx
Project Code/Phase:

Process
Geomorphic lndir rtor Present? Factor

ValueNo. Descri ption Yes No

Evidence of
Aggradation

{Al)

1 Lobate bar \,/

34

2 Coarse materials in riffles embedded \,/
3 Siltation in pools L./

4 Medial bars l./
5 Accretion on point bars

6 Poor longitudinal sorting of bed materials

7 Deposition in the overbank zone \-/
Sum of indices = ?, -/ r{1

Evidence of
Degradation

(Dt)

1. Exposed bridge footing(s) N/n

4g

2 Exposed sanitary / storm sewer / pipeline / 3tC. f,,tA
3 Elevated storm sewer outfall(s) t"r7*
4 Undermined gabion baskets / concrete apr ns / etc. I

5 Scour pools downstream of culverts / storn sewer outlets NA
6 Cut face on bar forms

7 Head cutting due to knick point migration

8 Terrace cut through older bar material

9 Suspended armour layer visible in bank

10 Channel worn into undisturbed overburden / bedrock -
Sum of indices = L 3 6,'lo

Evidence of
Widening

(wt)

t Fallen / leaning trees / fence posts / etc.

2/+

2 Occurrence of large organic debris

3 Exposed tree roots

4 Basal scour on inside meander bends

5 Basal scour on both sides of channel through riffle

6 Outflanked gabion baskets / concrete walls / etc. r.flr
7 Length of basal scour >50% throueh subiect reach t/
8 Exposed length of previously buried pipe I cable / etc. tr tlir
9 Fracture lines along top of bank

10 Exposed building foundation NIA
Sum of indices - t_ q A,2q

Evidence of
Planimetric

Form

Adjustment
(PI)

1 Formation of chute(s)

2 Single thread channel to multiple channel

3 Evolution of pool-riffle form to low bed relief form

4 Cut-off channel(s)

5 Formation of island(s)

6 Thalweg alignment out of phase meander form

7 Bar forms poorly formed / reworked / removed

Sum of indices = n

Additional notes: Stability lndex (51)= (Al+Dl+Wl+Pt\14 = )''-a
Condition ln Regime ln Transition/Stress ln Adjustment

Sl score = n 0.00 - 0.20 { o.zt-0.+o E 0.41

completed ov, fl\T:,[F*checked by:

-?'1



Rapid Stream Assessment Technique Project Number: PN I

t

Date: Tr"n,ua %:"ot[o Stream/Reach: R<o.ln-r-
Weather: (ua iCLrrd\ 31tr Location: FxeAraadl e te.s[L

Field Staff: NLUQ Watershed/Subwatershed:l f.fl*ur"r*.s..*,tr.

Evaluation
Category

Poor Fair Good Excellent

Channel
Stability

< 50% of bank network stable
Recent bank sioughing,
slumping or failure frequently
observed

, 50-700/, of bank network
stable

. Recent signs of bank
sloughing, slumping or failure
fairly common

. 77-8O% of bank network
sta ble

. lnfrequent signs of bank
sloughing, slumping or failure

Stream bend areas highly
unstable
Outer bank height 1-.2 m

above stream bank
(2.1 m above stream bank for
large mainstem areas)

Bank overhang > 0.8-1.0 m

Stream bend areas unstable
Outer bank height 0.9-1,2 m

above stream bank
(1.5-2.1 m above stream
bank for large mainstem
a reas)

Bank overhang 0.8-0.9 m

. Stream bend areas stable

. Outer bank height 0.6-0.9 m

above stream bank

for large mainstem areas)
. Bankoverhang0.6-0.8 m

(1.

. Stream bend areas very stable

. Height < 0.6 m above stream
(< 1.2 m above stream bank
for laree mainstem areas)

'. Bank overhang < 0.6 m J

. Young exposed tree roots
abu nda nt

. > 6 recent large tree falls per

stream mile

. Young exposed tree roots
common

. 4-5 recent large tree falls per
stream mile

.,-Exposed tree roots -\
predominantly old and larg\
smatler young roots scarce /'e :r;

':-. -.-+:rl. 
...:.'.

. Exposed tree roots old, large

and woody
. Generally 0-1 recent large tree

falls per stream mile. z-) rcLE[L rdrBe ucc rdil5 pcr

stream mile

. Bottom 1/3 of bank is highly
erodible material

. Plant/soil matrix severely
comprom ised

. Bottom 1/3 of bank is
generally highly erodible
materiel

. Plant/soll matrix
compromised

. Eottom L/3 of bank is

generally highly resistant
plant/soil matrix or material

1/3 of bank is

. Channel cross-section is

generally trapezoidally-
sha ped

. Channel cross-section is

generally trapezoida lly-
shaped

. Channel cross-section is

generally V- or U-shaped

. Channel cross-section is

generally V- or U-shaped

Point range trotr1uz tr3 fl 4 trs tr0 Jt n8 tr g W1o tr lt

Channel
Scouring,/
Sediment
Deposition

, > 75% embedded (> 85%
embedded for large
mainstem areas)

, 50-75a/o embedded (60-85%

embedded for large

mainstem areas)

. 25-49% embedded (35-s9%

embedded for large
mainstem areas)

. Riffle embeddeoness < 25% )
-l5nO-sitt 

l< 35ozo ernMeddr
... 

{a rgg.maiastem a r,ga s )

. Few, if any, deep pools . Lowto moderate numberof
deep pools

. Pool substrate composit,on:
60-80% sand-silt

. Moderate number of deep
pools

. Pool substrate composition:
30-59% sand-silt

. High number of deep podJs

...{> 61 cm deep) ,-,/
(> 122 cni tr6ep for large

mainstem areas)ry) . Pool substrate composition:
< 30% sand-silt

. Streambed streak marks
and/or "banana" shaped
sediment deposits common

. Streambed streak marks
and/or "banana" :haped
sediment deposits common..-=\

. Strejhped streak marks
and/or /banana" shaped

sedimy'nt deposrts
ungs6mon

. Streambed streak marks
and/or "banana"-:haped
sediment deposits absent

Fresh, large sand deposits
very common in channel
Moderate to heavy sand

deposition along major
portion of overbank area

. Fresh, large sand deposits \
common in channel .,'

. Smal1 localized areas of fresh
sand deposits along top of
low banks

. Fresh, large sand deposits
uncommon in channel

. Small localized areas oiTrE\
sand deposits along top of
low banks

Fresh, large sand deposits rare
or absent from channel
No evidence of fresh sediment
deposition on overbank

. Point bars present at most
stream bends, moderate to
large and unstable with high
amount of fresh sand

. Point bars common,
moderate to large and
unstable with high amount of
fresh sand

. Poiir\ars small and stable,
well-veletated and/or
armolired with little or no

..,f5e5h sand

. Point bars few, small and
stable, well-vegetated and/or
armoured with little or no
frerh ro nd

Point range tr0trxtr2 !3 tr4 4 s tr 6 trz trs



cEolMoRPHrx

Evaluation
Category

Poor Fair Good Excellent

Physical

I nstrea m

Habitat

. Wetted perimeter < 40% of
bottom channel width (< 45%

for large mainstem areas)

. Wetted perimeter 40-60%of
bottom channel width (45-

65% for large mainstem
a reas)

.' Wetted perimeter 61-85%i{
bottom channel widrh (66- !

!

90%-fbr'large mqinstem . 'i

. Wetted perimeter > 85% of
bottom channel width (> 90%

for large mainstem areas)
areas)

Dominated by one habitat
type (usually runs) and by

one velocity and depth
condition (slow and shallow)
(for large mainstem areas,

few riffles present, runs and
pools dominant, velocity and

depth diversity low)

Few pools present, riffles and

runs dominant. velocity and

depth generally slow and

shallow (for Iarge mainstem
areas, runs and pools

dominant, velocity and depth
diversity intermediate)

Good mix between riffles,
ns and pools

diverse velocity and
of flow

. Riffles, runs and pool habitat
present

. Diverse velocity and depth of
flow present (i.e., slow, fast,
shallow and deep water)

Riffle substrate composition:
predominantly gravel with
high percentage of sand
< 5% cobble

. Riffle substrate composition:
predominantly small cobble,
gravel and sand

, 5-24% cobble ,"...-.

. Riffle substrate composition;
good mix of gravel, cobble,
and rubble material :

, 25-49%cobble

. Riffle substrate composition:
cobble, gravel, rubble, boulder
mix with little sand

. > 50% cobble

Riffle depth < 10 cm for large

mainstem areas

. Riffie depth 10-15 cm t6r,,.
large mainstem areas

. Riffle depth 15-20 cm for
large mainstem areas

. Riffte depth > 20 cm for large
mainstem areas

. Large pools generally < 30 cm

deep (< 61 cm for large
mainstem areas) and devoid
of overhead cover/structu re

. Large pools generally 30-46
cm deep (61-91 cm for large
mainstem areas) with little or
no overhead cover/structure

. Large pools generally 4-B{
cm deep (91--1-22 cm for laiqe
mainstem areas) with some I

overhead cover/structure ".J

. Large pools generally > 61 cm
deep (> 122 cm for large
mainstem areas) with good

overhead cover/structure

. Extensive channel alteration
and/or point bar
formation/enlargement

. Moderate amount of channel
alleration and/or moderate
increase in point bar
form ation/en la rgeme nt

. No channel alteration or
significant point bar
formation/en Iargement

Riffle/Pool ratio 0.49:1 <)
2 1.51:1.***n*'#

Riffle/Pool ratio 0.5-0.69:1;
1.3 1"-1.5:1

Riffle/Pool ratio 0.7-0.89:1;
1.11-1.3:1

Riffle/Pool ratio 0.9-1.1:1

)''/A
. Summer afternoon water

temperature > 27oC

. Summer afternoon water
temperature 24-27'C

Summer afternoon water
temperature 20-24oC

Summer afternoon water
temperature < 2ooc

Point range tr0tr1tr2 tr3 n4 "d,t trs n7n8

Water
Quality

. Substrate fouling level:

Hieh (> s0%)

. Substrate fouling level:
Moderate (21,-50%\

. Substrate fouling level:
Very light (7I-2O%)

. Substrate fouling 1e\l:
Rock underside (O-10%)

. Brown colour

. TDS: > 150 mgll
. Grey colour
. TDS: 101-150 mg/L

Slightly grey colour
TDS: 50-100 mgll

. Clear flow I. TDS: < 50 mg/L I
Ob.lects visible to depth
< 0.15 m below surface

Objects visible to depth
0,15-0.5 m below surface

. Objects visible to depth
0.5-1.0 m below surface

. Objects visible to$oth
.? 1.0 m below-'diface

. Moderate to strong organic
odou r

. SIight to moderate organic
odour

. Slight organic odour . No odour

Point range trou1fl 2 n3 tr4 trsn6 \/nztls

Riparian
Habitat

Conditions

riparian a

mostly non-woody
vegetation

. Riparian area predominantly
wooded but with major
localized gaps

. Forested buffer generally
> 31 m wide along major
portion of both banks

. Wide (> 60 m) mature
forested buffer along both
banks

. cgnfpycoverage: )
{s0% shadinc BlYXpr large
nlainstem areaglf

. Canopy coverage:
50-60% shading l3O-44% f or
Iarge mainstem areas)

. Canopy coverage:
60-79% shading 145-59% for
large mainstem areas)

. Canopy coverage:
> 80% shading (> 60% for large

mainstem areas)

Point range n-o $t rlztr3 tr4 trs tr6tr7
Total overall llgle (0 - 421=Additional notes;

Completed bv: CIh. E8* Checked by:
ffi

in point bar

. Slight ani6[ntbf c



General Site Characteristics Project Code/Phase: flvt 0vq

site sketch: fuali*,".\t, cN\t

I

* t
0B

.-'',w\

cor#14+

5tr(q 5,t-orv
Fecdritt C*c,Lfl4r(r'rttq Sunnq 3ZV

Features

f-t Reach break

H Cross-section

--------+ Flowdirection

\/\, Riffle

(-----\ Pool

{ip lsland/bar

#ri,fl#it4 Eroded bank

Undercut bank

Xxxxxx Riprap/stabilization

->> lnstream lo&/tree

x..x.--.x Fence

i Culvert

1-----\ swamo
-_----l

VVV Grasses

L-J rree

Flow Type

H1 Standing water

H2 Scarcely perceptible flow

H3 smooth surface flow

H4 Upwellint

H5 Rippled

H5 Unbrokenstandingwave

H7 Broken standing wave

H8 Chute

H9 Free fall

Substrate

s1 Silt

52 Sand

53 Gravel

54 Small cobble

SS Large cobble

56 Small boulder

57 Large boulder

58 Bimodal

59 Bedrock/till

Other

BM Benchmark TR Terrace

FC Flood chute BOS Bottom ofslope

FP Floodplain TOS Top of slope

GC Grade control WVC Valley wall contact

KP Knick point WDJ Woody debris jam

Additional notes:

GEA MORPHIX

Completed Uv: Hn/f R Checked by:



GEO MORPHIX

Reach Characteristics Project Code/Phase, Alt iJ{)} t1 1 ;;'*"h'

I

Date: )w[* 1 , Jo\\, Stream/Reach: (eac r^, 5

€ee J '^^.\\ Cfte\-Weather: *o,1t{.(rr-nmr 33'C Location:

Field staff: uo /ra Watershed/Subwatershed: C-o-<g ?irBr-
L4LblqL4 f^ e , Sol g Cn3, 6Q *.l{UTM (Upstream) 12btOO,q2,..€. 8J\5.tq"ro3( ^ N\

UTM (Downstream)

Code/Phase: 1q

LandUse [i7ll vutt"yrvp" [-" i-l channelrvp. [-ll
(raure r) ll /t1 I (rable 2) I L I (rable 3) I I ', 

I

channel zon" I FlowType f7i rrGroundwater
(rable 4) | I (rable 5) I I

Evidence:

Aquatic/lnstream Vegetation

rype (Table8) [Z I cou""ge of Reach (%)U]

Woody Debris DensitY of WD:

ft eresent in Cutbank E Low WDI/SOm:

6 Present in Channel {Moderate [--l
D Not Present tr High I L I

Water Quality

Odour (Table 16)

tU
Turbidity (Table 17)

til

Riparian Vegetation

Dominant Type: Coverage: *:ff'
(rable5) I llENone trr-a

Age Class (yrs) : Encroachment:

E lmmature (<5) (Table 7)

Species: E.Fragmented n 4-10 I Established (5-30)

[( d0/ ff continrors { , ro { 
Mature (>30)

Sinuosity (Type) Sinuosity (Degree) Gradient Number of Channels

(Table12) | \ | nitneSubstrate

Clay/Silt Sand Gravel

_,/LI U L-Y

,/M N t-.J

/t
J-J
N.d M L--l

Cobble Boulder Parent Rootlets

dtrdE
iltrntr
Tt]fI

Entrenchment

{Table 13)

BankfullWidth (m)

Bankfull Depth (m)

Riffle/Pool Spacing (m)

Pool Depth (m)

Veloaity (m/s)

Pool Substrate

Bank Material

dr{i ruJEM Bank Angle

n 0-30
fl 30-60
tra'eo - go

#undercut

Bank Erosion

lf <5%

n s-30%

E 30-60%

E 60 - 100%

(rabree) E Fabrelo) E(rabre11)E
Type of Bank Failure Downs's Classification

(rabte14) E (Tabte,15) E
,hl\ $-*- -0J,
E EI mwettedwidth(m)

f ffi lo-Iu*'edDepth(m) @ N E

@ %Riffres: E lopoots: E MeanderAmptitude:

E RiffreLength(m| @H*;;*.t.r m comments:

E E Ewnteuatt tADvlEstimated

m
m

0uot-'

(-kCompleted by: Checked bY:



6EolMoRPHrx
Rapid Geomorphic Assessment Project Code/Phase: ?rt{ i

rr[v 5,aolb

Watershed/Su bwatershed :

Process
Geomorphic lndicator Present? Factor

ValueNo. Description Yes No

Evidence of
Aggradation

(At)

t Lobate bar

3lq

2 Coarse materials in riffles embedded

3 Siltation in pools

4 Medial bars

5 Accretion on point bars t./
6 Poor longitudinal sorting of bed materials

7 Deposition in the overbank zone \/
Sum of indices = 5 Ll o,q3

Evidence of
Degradation

(Dl)

1 Exposed bridge footing(s) el h

t/a

Exposed sanitary / storm sewer / pipeline / etc. r*l A
3 Elevated storm sewer outfall(s) &i +\

4 Undermined gabion baskets / concrete aprons / etc. hl
I

5 Scour pools downstream of culverts / storm sewer outlets

6 Cut face on bar forms w/
7 Head cutting due to knick point migration

8 Terrace cut through older bar material \-/
9 Suspended armour layer visible in bank t,/
10 Channel worn into undisturbed overburden / bedrock

Sum of indices = L t_l 4,39

Evidence of
Widening

(wt)

7 Fallen / leaning trees / fence posts / etc.

3/+

2 Occurrence of large organic debris

3 Exposed tree roots

4 Basal scour on inside meander bends

5 Basal scour on both sides of channel throueh riffle t,/
6 Outflanked gabion baskets / concrete walls / etc. r\,
7 Length of basal scour >50% through subject reach

8 Exposed length of previously buried pipe / cable / etc. N In
I Fracture lines along top of bank \./
10 Exposed building foundation tn

Sum of indices = 3 .{ a'L1?

Evidence of
Planimetric

Form
Adjustment

(Pt)

1 Formation of chute(s)

o

2 Single thread channel to multiple channel

3 Evolution of pool-riffle form to low bed relief form
4 Cut-off channel(s) t,/-
5 Formation of island(s) \,/.
6 Thalweg alignment out of phase meander form

7 Bar forms poorly formed / reworked / removed

Sum of indices = f) -1 O

Additional notes: stability lndex (sl) = (Al+Dl+wl+Pl)14 = D ,30
Condition ln Regime ln Transition/Stress ln Adjustment

5l score = EI o.oo - o.2o ( o.zr - o.ao E 0.41

compteted or, -fr1-4-. checked by;

Date: Stream/Reach: q.a* e.fi" ?

Weather: (rrrr'/pf nr,lt ?.\"L Location: fr.eA,vrtt Cye&*
Field Staff: Ar0 q Cx,rpk'*r



Rapid Stream Assessment Technique Project Number: ?r't tts "Et
Date: rSdq 5 zot s Stream/Reach: )*ncirA

Weather: S,".e-o I L[-*rv.\ ! 4Ji "(*
Location: ftetr"*'tr Cl.ec!.t

Field Staff: eflG64 | Watershed/Subwatershed: Cz.cpt.rwr

Evaluation
Category

Poor Fair Good Excellent

Channel
Stability

< 50% of bank network stable

Recent bank sloughing,
slumping or failure frequently
observed

. 5O-7O% of bank network
stable

. Recent signs of bank
sloughing, slumping or failure
fairly common

. lt-}O%olbanknetwot<
stable

;-r n t'eqi, Jnt i ii n; olE,nR--
sloughing, slumping or fail,)

J-.*_ ..._..-*-**d

. > 80% of bank network stable

. Noevidenceofbank
sloughing, slumplng or failure

Stream bend areas highly

unsta ble

Outer bank height 1.2 m
above stream bank
(2.1 m above stream bank for
large mainstem areas)

Bank overhang > 0.8-1.0 m

Stream bend areas unstable

Outer bank height 0.9-1.2 m

above stream bank
(1.5-2.1 m above stream
bank for large mainstem
a reas)

Bank overhang 0.8-0.9 m

ream bend areas

above stream bank

. Stream bend areas very stable

. Height< 0.6 m above stream
(< 1.2 m above stream bank

for large mainstenr-areas)
. Bank overhang < 0.6 r1->-----*--

. Young exposed tree roots
a bu nda nt

. > 6 recent large tree falls per

stream mile

. Young exposed tree roots
common

. Exposed tree roots
predominantly old and large,

smaller young roots Searce-

' 2-3 recent large tree fatts pe)'
. stream mile

. Exposed tree roots old, larB)

- andwoodu^,,-- a{. 4-5 recent large tree talls per

stream mile

rarge

falls per stream mile

. Bottom 1/3 of bank is highly
erodible material

. Plant/soil matrix severely
compromised

. Bottom 1/3 of bank is
generally highly erodible
material

. Plant/soil matrix
compromised

. Bottom 1/3 of bank is
generally highly resistant
plant/soil matrix or material

. Bottom 1/3 of bank is

generally highly resistant
plant/soil matrix or material

. Channel cross-section is

generally trapezoidally-
sha ped

. Channel cross-section is

generally trapezoidally-
sha ped

. Channel cross-section is

generally V- or U-shaped

. Channel cross-sectidni\
generally V- or U-shaped )

-1'

Point range tr0tr1f1 2 tr3tr4trs trsDttr8 rtE10u11

Channel
Scouring/
Sediment
Deposition

. > 750/o embedded (> 85%
embedded for large
mainstem areas)

. 50-75o/o embedded (50-85%

embedded for large
m a i n ste;rr areasl"**--*-

. 25-49% embedded (35-59%

embedded for large
mainstem areas)

. Rfffle embeddedness_izS\
sa nd-silt (< 35% embeddg{f or
Ie?Ee-rsalnslem.areasl-

Few, if any, deep pools
Pool substrate composition:
> 81% sand-silt

' Low to moderate number offfi
60-80% sand-silt --,"

. Moderate number of deep
pools

. Pool substrate composition:
30-59% sand-silt

. High number of deep pools
(> 61 cm deep)
(> 122 cm deep for large
mainstem areas)

. Pool substrate composition:
< 30% sand-silt

. Streambed streak marks
and/or "banana"-shaped

sediment deposits common

Streambed streak marks r.y'
and/or "banana"-shapedi
sediment deposits com m'irn

\*_

Streambed streak marks
and/or "banana"-shaped

sediment deposits
uncommon

. Streambed streak marks
and/or "banana"-shaped
sediment deposits absent

Fresh, large sand deposits
very common in channel
Moderate to heavy sand
deposition along major
portion of overbank area

Fresh, large sand deposits
uncommon in channel
Small localized areas of fresh
sand deposits along top of
low banks

Fresh, large sand deposits rare
or absent from channel
No evidence of fresh sediment
deposition on overbank

Point bars present at most
stream bends, moderate to
large and unstable with high
amount of fresh sand

Point bars common,
moderate to large and

Point bars small and stable,
well-vegetated and/or
armoured with little or no
fresh sand

. Point bars few, small and
stable, well-vegetated and/or
armoured with little or no
fresh sand

Point range tr0tr1tr2 trs{4 trsEl 6 tr7 Els



6EoiMoRPHrx

Good Excellent
Poor FairEvaluation

CategorY
Wetted Perimeter 61-85% of

bottom channel width (66-

90% for large mainstem

t*a}ti.eter > 8s% of

bottom channel width (> 90%

lor 
lgrZe mainstem areas)

Physical

lnstream
Habitat

Wetted Perimet er < 40Yo of

bottom channel width (< 45%

for Iarge mainstem areas)

Wetted Perimeter 40-60% of

bottom channel width (45-

65% for large mainstem

:c;ffi-- b";een riffle\
quns"andT6il;--7-\

. nulativelvTltitav a'v"rse velocity and

depth offlow -*P

. Riffles, runs and Pool habltat

present

!. Diverse velocitY and depth of

flow Present (1.e , slow, fast'

shallow and deeP water)

Dominated bY one habitat

type (usuallY runs) and bY

one veiocitv and dePth

condition (slow and shallow)

(for large mainstem areas,

few riffles Present, runs and

pools dominant, velocitY and

depth dlversitY low)

. Few pools Present, riftles and

runs dominant. velocitY and

depth generallY slow and

shallow (for Iarge mainstem

areas, runs and Pools

dominant, velocitY and dePth

diversitY intermediate)

. Riffle substrate
good mix of gravel,

rubble material

7

. Riffle substrate comPosition:

cobble, gravel, rubble, boulder

mix with littl€-sand
\

. > 50% cobble

. Riffle substrate comPosition;

predominantlY gravel with

high percentage of sand

. < 5% cobble

. Riffle substrate comPosition:

predominantlY small cobble,

gravel and sand

. 5-2L%cobble
. Riffle depth > 20 cm for large

mainstem areasRiffle depth < 10 cm for large . Riffle dePth 10-15 cm for l

large mainstem areas

. Riffle depth 15-20 cm ior
large mainstern areas....

. Large pools generallY 30-46

cm deeP (61-91 cm for large

mainstem areas) with ljttle or

no overhead cover/structure

. Large pools generallY

cm deep (91-L22 cm for lar

mainstem areas) with

\thead cover,

Large pools generailY > 61 cm

deep (> 122 cm for large

mainstem areas) with good

overhead cover/structure

. Large pools generallY < 30 cm

deep (< 61^ cm for large

mainstern areas) and devoid

of overhead cover/structure

. Extensive channel alteration
and/or point bar

formation/e n la rgem ent

. Moderate amountof channel

alteration and/or moderate

increase in point bar

f o rm ati o n/enlargernen+-\

alteration and/or slight

increase in Point bar

. No channel alteration or

significant Point bar

formation/enlargement

. Riffle/Pool ratio 0.49:1 < ;

) 1.51-:1

Riffle/Pool ratio 0.5-0.59: 1;

1.3 1-1.5:1

. Riffle/Pool ratio 0.7-0.89:1

1.11-1.3:1

. Riffle/Pool ratio 0.9-1.1:1

ola . Summer afternoon water
temperature > 27'C

. Suilmer afternoon water
temperature 24-77"C

. Summer afternoon water
temperature 20-24oC

. Summer afternoon water
temperature < 20oC

Point range tr0tr1tr2 n3fl 4 El's n 6 at tra

Water
Quality

Substrate fouling level:

High (> s0%)

. Substrate fouling level:

Moderate 127-50%\

. Substrate fouling level:

Very light (71-20%\

. Substrate fouling level:

Rock underside (0-10%)

. Brown colour

. TDS: > 150 mg/L

. Grey colour

. TDS: 101-150 mg/L
Slightly grey colour

TDS: 50-100 mgll
Clear flow
TDS: < 50 mg/L

Objects visible to depth
< 0.15 m below surface

0bjects visible to depth
0.15-0.5 m below surface

. Objects visible to depth
0.5-1.0 m below surface

Objects visible to depth
> 1.0 m below surface

. Moderate to strong organic
odour

. Slight to moderate organic
odour

. Slight organic odour

Point range tr0fl1f12 tr3 fl 4 trsn6 -n'u 7 t_jv8

Riparian
Habitat

Conditions

. Narrow riparian area of
mostly non-woody
vegetatio n

. Riparian area predominantly
wooded but with major
localized gaps

Forested buffer generally
> 31 m wide along major
portion of both banks

. Wide (> 60 m) mature
forested buffer along both
banks

. Canopy coverage:
< 50% shading (30% for large

mainstem areas)

. Canopy coverage:
50-60% shading \3O.44% fo'
large mainstem areas)

. Canopy coverage:
60-79010 shading \45-59./" for
large mainstem areas)

. canopy coverage:
> 80% shading (> 60% for large

mainstem areas)

Point range troUl tr2 fl 3 tr+ils {, nl

Additional notes: Total overall:gore-Q - 42) = 3-
Ranking Poor (<13) Fair (13-24) eo6u (zs-gq) Excellent (>35)

91

Completed av'bkL- checked by:



u 1cl-on{q- 33'u FzeaLvr"r\\ Cred
Watershed/Subwatershed :

Features

# Reachbreak

H Cross-section

---------> Flowdirection

v-!,' Riffle

.---) poot

q} lsland/bar

-+;t# Eroded bank

- Undercut bank

xxxxxx Riprap/stabilization

+> lnstream log/tree

x--.x... x Fence

Culvert

a---\ swamo\7
'\y VV Grasses

i_J tree

Flow Type

H1 Standing water

H2 Scarcely perceptible flow

H3 Smooth surface flow

H4 UpwellinB

H5 Rippled

H6 Unbroken standing wave

H7 Broken standing wave

HB Chute

H9 Free fall

Substrate

s1 silr

52 Sand

53 Gravel

54 Small cobble

SS Large cobble

56 Small boulder

57 Large boulder

58 Bimodal

59 Bedrock/till

Other

BM Benchmark TR Terrace

FC Flood chute BOS Bottom of slope

FP Floodplain TOS Top ofslope

GC Grade control VwC Valley wall contact

KP Knick point WDJ Woody debris jam

General Site Characteristics Project Code/Phase:

GEO

trqog -Fovh,,e.f 6qc\ita".{- ctsr' QAls o"} 4 r'tr.gA' -,Lt\kJ,1 cql^.,l,

dla( fu.r*\ 6/S crt un€crc.tn eld .:r'*-ti!, Fgr- utls ekt&,# f\4s

MORPHIX

Additional notes: t-
#t't

Completed by: l,i , Checked by:

,pN r bD5



Reach Characteristics Project Code/Phase, pN rbosl

MORPHIXGEO

Dater ), ,nnr q, AolL Stream/Reach: W
Weather: (r,n^ if lrx,)t \?tf Location: Faed,wr\t C'rad"l

Field staff: Xa r(" Watershed/Subwatershed: en o* Er\nrn
UTM (Upstream) i{3(qq f, l2rn.E c'nr6(orLl,Q1 ,,,.r,1

UTM (Downstream) tZt, too ,4^Lrv''6, 9ot$e'6 ,35r,rV

Riparian Vegetation

- channelCoverage: ilii,' Age Class (yrs) : Encroachment:

f None J L-4 Q,y'mmature (<5) (Table 7)

tr Fragmented D"4-1O tl Established (5-30)

fk'tontlnuous I > 10 tl Mature (>30)

Evidence:

Aquatic/lnstrea m Vegetation

Type (Tables) [---l co,"r."ge of Reach (%)

Woody Debris Density of WD:

E Present in Cutbank I Low WDJ/S0m:

E Present in Channel D'Moderate f .l
f.: Not Present fl Hieh

Water Quality

Odour (Table 16)

L]t
Turbidity (Table 17)[I

Sinuosity (Type) Sinuosity {Degree) Gradient Number of Channels dfiilt Sand Gravel Cobble

(rabre e) E (rabrel.) aA (Tabre11) 

W 
(rabte12) E Riffresubstrat. 

*{ 
tr D tr

Entrenchment Type of Bank Failure Downs's Claisification Pool Substrate t, il tr I

(rabtela) @(rabtels) E \ - BankMateriat d r . f(rabre13) | f I

00 d 0oov &..iN pOot,

Bankru,width(m) Wfl m trwettedwidth(m)m@tr 'i:-j;''" "j::;*""
BankrurtDepth(m) @ m EwettedDepth(mlfdmE t#:_:: 

Kr:ll;
Riffre/poorspacinB(m) E %Rifftes: tr %poots: EE MeanderAmptitude: [] fldndercut - 60-1o0%

poorDepth(m) E Rifftelength(m) m ,"0",.:*.1?1, ffi.'r."n*, ba"r*r, if.r,dfel u.i,tqd- ,t ,7 LJJ-v) L' fd A'3' v i- ' '[ \' E tL; ti }.St'uo ?"7
v:Tctitv(m/s). L___l I I I lwiffleball teo(ttEstimated Qdimorlh ;',111, r,st fil: y,r{,;

Boulder

il

u

t]

Parent Rootlets

uu
II
utr

<" {)
Completed by: 'LF-" Checked by:



6EOlMoRPHrx
Rapid Geomorphic Assessment Project Code/Phase: fiVf busl

Date: 1lt*\"r 5 ?a tp Stream/Reach: QtooL*t4
Weather: Qq"^/rlil.o*I ( 1A\-- Location: iaaA,itt Crauu

Field Staff: &D PR Watershed/Subwate rshed : C-o."o L.'wr

Process
Geomorphic lndicator Present? Factor

ValueNo. Description Yes No

Evidence of
Aggradation

(At)

1 Lobate bar t/

u/,o

2 Coarse materials in riffles embedded r,/A
3 Siltation in pools

4 Medial bars t,/
5 Accretion on point bars

6 Poor longitudinal sorting of bed materials

7 Deposition in the overbank zone

Sum of indices = d. L{ D,?3

Evidence of
Degradation

(Dl)

t Exposed bridge footing(s)

?r

2 Exposed sanitary / storm sewer / pipeline / etc. it
3 Elevated storm sewer outfall(s) a iA

4 Undermined gabion baskets / concrete aprons / etc.

5 Scour pools downstream of culverts / storm sewer outlets e is,
6 Cut face on bar forms

1 Head cutting due to knick point migration

8 Terrace cut throueh older bar material

9 Suspended armour layer visible in bank

10 Channel worn into undisturbed overburden / bedrock

Sum of indices = o 5 U

Evidence of
Widening

(wt)

L Fallen / leaning trees / fence posts / etc.

3/"

2 Occurrence of large organic debris

3 Exposed tree roots

4 Basal scour on inside meander bends

5 Basal scour on both sides of channel through riffle \./
5 Outflanked gabion baskets / concrete walls / etc. W
7 Length of basal scour >50% through subiect reach

8 Exposed length of previously buried pipe / cable / etc. \,1r,
9 Fracture lines along top of bank

L0 Exposed building foundation
,1,

Sum of indices = ? tl h,qa

Evidence of
Planimetric

Form
Adjustment

(Pl)

1, Formation of chute(s)

0lnI.t

) Single thread channel to multiple channel

3 Evolution of pool-riffle form to low bed relief form

4 Cut-off channel(s)

5 Formation of island(s) \/'
6 Thalweg alignment out of phase meander form

7 Bar forms poorly formed / reworked / removed

Sum of indices = 0 + a

Additional notes: Stab;litylndex(Sl)= (Al+Dl+Wl+Pt)/4 = I.], 
I

Condition ln Regime ln Transition/Stress ln Adjustment

Sl score = ,,{ o.oo - o.zo E 0,21 - o.4o n 0.41

completed by,AQ 
{* 

checked by:



Rapid Stream Assessment Technique Pro ect Nu mber:

Date: llu\.., 5.zt t to StreamfReach: Ar ,aln4
Weather: Sr,^^1slu*}s BoC Location: fud'n { Lrtd,t-

Field Staff: ralj t f- Watershed/Subwatershed: I COnp f-*6r-
Evaluation

Category
Poor Fair Good Excellent

Channel
Stability

< 50% of bank network stable
Recent bank sloughing,
slumping or failure frequently
observed

, 50-70% of bank network
sta b{e

. Recent signs of bank

sloughing, slumping or failure
fairly common

. 77-8O% of bank network
sta ble

. lnfrequent signs of bank

sloughing, slumping or failure

.4AOU. of bank network stab\
I No evidence of bank /

sloughing, slumping or fqldre

---**e
Stream bend areas highly
u nstabl e

Outer bank height 1.2 m
above stream bank
(2.1 m above stream bankfor
large mainstem areas)
Bank overhang > 0.8-L.0 m

Stream bend areas unstable
Outer bank height 0.9-1.2 m

above stream bank
(1.5-2.1 m above stream
bank for large mainstem
a reas)

Bank overhang 0.8-0.9 m

Stream bend areas stable
Outer bank height 0.5-0.9 m

above stream bank
(1.2-1.5 m above stream bank
for large mainstem areas)

Bank overhang 0.6-0.8 m

(" Stream bend areas very stable
\i+ffi.* 

""^--*--*l-<rr. Helgnl < U.b m aDOVe Stream "

. Young exposed tree roots
a bu nda nt

. > 6 recent large tree falls per

stream mile

. Young exposed tree roots
common

. 4-5 recent large tree falls per
stream mile

. Exposed tree roots
predominantly old and large,

smatleryoung roots scarce *

Exposed tree roots old, large

and woody
Generally 0-1 recent large tree

{ 2-3 recent large tree falls per

\tream mile -*@.@

falls per stream mile

. Bottom 1/3 of bank is highly
erodible material

. Plant/soil matrix severely
compromised

. Bottom 1/3 of bank is
generally highly erodible
materia I

. Plant/soil matrix
compromised

. Bottom 1/3 of bank is

generally highly resistant
plantlsoil matrix or material

. Bottom l"/3 of bank is
generally highly resistant
plant/soil matrix or materia

. Channel cross-section is

generally trapezoidally-
sha ped

. Channel cross-section is

generally trapezoida lly-
shaped

. Channel cross-section is

generally V- or U-shaped

g,*C6annel cross-section isjr 
senerailyV- oru-sy&

Point range E0tr1fl 2 tr3 fl a trs Es A7 tr8 n9E10tr11

Channel
Scouring,/
Sediment
Deposition

. >75% embedded (> 85%
embedded for large
mainstem areas)

50-75% embedded (60-85%

embedded for iarge
mainstem areas)

. 25-49% embedded (35-59%

embedded for large

mainstem areas)

. Riffle embeddedness < 25%

sand-silt (< 35% embedded for
large mainstem areas)

Few, if any, deep pools
Pool substrate com position :

> 81% sand-silt '!

. Low to moderate number of
deep pools

. Pool substrate composition:

. Moderate number of dEep
pools

. Pool substrate composition:
30-59% sand-silt

. High number of deep pools
(> 51 cm deep)

l> 722 cm deep for large
mainstem areas)

. Pool substrate composition:
< 30% sand-silt

60-80% sand-silt

. Streambed streak marks
and/or "banana"-shaped
sediment deposits common

. Streambed streak marks
and/or "banana" shaped
sediment deposits common

t'-6trearnbed streak marks \
,dod / or " baoana" shaped

.. sediment deposits /lme.anlflon ..,

. Streambed streak marks
and/ or " banana"-shaped
sediment deposits absent

Fresh, large sand deposits
very common in channel
Moderate to heavy sand
deposition along major
portion of overbank area

. Fresh, large sand deposits )
common in channe)

. Fresh, large sand deposits . Fresh, large sand deposits rare
or absent from channel

. Small localized areas of fresh
sand deposits along top of
low banks

. No evidence of fresh sediment
deposition on overbank

. Point bars present at most
stream bends, moderate to
large and unstable with high
amount of fresh sand

Point bars common,
moderate to large and
unstable with high amount of
fresh eand

. Point baris-mall Siid stable,;
well-vegetated and/or
armoured with little or M
frcch :ond ."r' ''

. Point bars few, small and

stable, well-vegetated and/or
armoured with little or no
frcoh cond

Point range trotr1Ez tr3 tr4 n-1-

8srJ6 tr7n8

1.2 m above

{(A

sand deposits along top



cEOlMoRPHrx

Evaluation
Category

Poor Fair Good Excellent
\

Physical

lnstream\'.*
Habitat

[.,]'

6u 1\lrti\
+

. Wetted perimeter <40%of
bottom channel width (< 45%

for large mainstem areas)

. Wetted perimeter 40-60%of

bottom channel width (45-

65% for large mainstem
a reas)

. Wetted perimeter 61-'85%of

bottom channel width (66-

90% for large mainstem

a reas)

. Wetted perimeter > 85"/iof
bottom channel width (> 90%

for large mainstem areas)

type (usually runs) a[rd bY

one veloclty ana dedtn

condrtion (slow and/shallow)
(for large mainstef areas,

few riffles presen'(, runs and

pools dominafit, velocitY and

depth diVersity low)

. Few pools present, riffles and

runs dominant. velocitY and

depth generally slow and

shallow (for large mainstem

areas, runs and Pools
dominant, velocitY and dePth

diversity intermediate)

. Good mix between riffles,

runs and pools

. Relatively diverse velocitY and

depth of flow

. Riffles, runs and Pool habitat
present

. Diverse velocitY and dePth of

flow present (i.e,, slow, fast,

shallow and deep water)

. Riffle subsii>\e comPosition:

, predominantldgravel with

, high percentaqE of sand

d < 5% cobble

. Riffle substrate composition:
predominantly small cobble,
gravel and sand

. 5-Z4%cobble

Riffle substrate comPosition:
good mix of gravel, cobble,
and rubble material

75-49% cobble

. Riffle substrate composition:

cobble, gravel, rubble, boulder

mix with little sand

. > 50% cobble

. Riffleiiepth < 10 cm for large

mainstem areas

. Riffle depth 10-15 cm for
large mainslem-areas

Riffle depth 15-20 cm for
large mainstem areas

. Riffle depth > 20 cm for large

mainstem areas

. Large pools generally < 30 cm

deep (< 61 cm for large

mainstem areas) and devoid

of overhead cover/structure

. Large'pools generallY 30-46

cm deep (61-91 cm for large

mainstem areas) with little or
no overhead cover/stucture

.'i Large pools generallY 46-61

cm deep (9!-122 cm for large

mainstem areas) with some

ove rh ea d cp.ve r/-st+uclqle

. Large pools generallY > 61 cm

deep (> 122 cm for large

mainstem areas) with good

overhead cover/structure

. Extensive channel alteration
and/or point bar

form ation/en la rgement

Moderate amount of channel

alteration and/or moderate

increase in point bar

formation/en la rgeme nt

. Sighi-amount of channel

.r' alteration and/or slight

, increase in point bar
' f orm ati o n/e n I a rge meI}t

No channel alteration or
significant point bar

formation/enlargement

.{irttd 1 e oot ratio oj$: 1 s ;

{ >t.st:t ---n
. Rlffle/Pool ratio 0.5-0.69:1;

1.31-1.5:1

. Riffle/Pool ratio 0.7-0.89:1;

1.1 1-1.3:1

. Riffle/Pool ratio 0.9-1.1:1

I i,r*
.' Sllfi mer afternoon water

temperature > 27oC

. Summer afternoon water
temperature 24'27"C

. Summer afternoon water
temperature 2O-240C

Summer afternoon water
temperature < 20oC

Point range trotrLa2 S, tr + trstr6 tr7 tr8

Water
Quality

Substrate fouling level:

High (> s0%)

Substrate fouling level:

Moderate i.21-50%\

. Substrate fouling level:
Very light (11-20%)

. Substrite fouling levdT:'..
Rock underside (0-10%) \

. Brown colour

. TDS: > 150 mg/L

. Grey colour

. TDS: 101-150 mg/L

Slightly grey colour
TDS: 50-100 mg/L

. Clear flow

. TDS: < 50 mg/L

Objects visible to depth
< 0.15 m below surface

. Objects visible to depth

0.15-0.5 m below surface

. Objects visible to depth
0.5-1.0 m below surface

. Objects visible to depth
> 1.0 m below surface ,'

. Moderate to strong organic
odour

. Slight to moderate organic
odour

. Slight organic odour .\oodour 
/

Point range tr0tr1tr2 tr3 tr+ ns n6 -r7gs
Wide (> 50 m) mature
forested buffer along both
banks

Forested buffer general ly

> 31 m wide along major
portion of both banks

Riparian area predominantly
wooded but with major
localized gapsRiparian

Habitat
Conditions

. Canopy coverage:
> 80% shading (> 60% for large

mainstem areas)

. Canopy coverage:
50-60% shading l3O 44'/"lo(
large mainstem areas)

. Canopy coverage:
60-79% shading \45-59% fo.
large mainstem areas)

Canopy coveragei
< 50% shading (30%

Point range

Additional notes: Total overall score {0 - 42) = , :

Ranking Poor (<13) Fair (13-24) Good (2s-34) Fxcellent (>35)

AA

completed uv' ftnke checked by:



I

6EOlMoRPHrx

Evaluation
Category

Poor Fair Good Excellent
\

Physical

I nstream
Habitat

oi,T

. Wetted perimeter < 40o/o of
bottom channel width (< 45%

for large mainstem areas)

. Wetted perimeter 40-60% of
bottom channel width {45-
65% for large mainstem
a reas)

. Wetted perimeter 6L-85%of
bottom channel width (56-

90%f or large mainstem
a reas)

. Wetted perimeter >8i%oiof
bottom channel widtl (> 90%

for large mainstem areas)

. Dominated by one lpbitat
type {usually rurir) a[rd by

one velocity ana de{tn
condition (slow andlshaltow)
(for large mainstef areas,

few riffles orese2{, runs and
pool: dominant, velocity aod

depth.div6rsity low)

. Few pools present, riffles and

runs dominant. velocity and

depth generaily slow and

shallow (for large mainstem
areas, runs and pools

dominant, velocity and depth
diversity intermediate)

. Good mix between riffles,
runs and pools

. Relatively diverse velocity and

depth of flow

. Riffles, runs and pool habitat
present

. Diverse velocity and depth of
tlow present (r.e., slow, fast,

shallow and deep water)

. Riffle subiTible composition:

, predominantlr\gravel with

. high percentagb ofsand

) < 5z cobble- /

. Riffle substrate composition:
predominantly small cobble,
gravel and sand

. 5-Z4%cobble

Riffle substrate composition:
good mix of gravel, cobble,
and rubble material
25-49% cobble

. Riffle substrate composition:
cobble, gravel, rubble, boulder
mix with little sand

. > 50% cobble

. Riffle depth < 10 cm for large
mainstem areas

. Riffle depth 10-15 cm for
I a rge m a i n q,tgma+,eas --

. Riffle depth 15-20 cm for
large mainstem areas

. Riffle depth > 20 cm for large
mainstem areas

. Large pools generally < 30 cm

deep (< 61 cm for large
mainstem areas) and devoid
of overhead cover/structu re

. Large pools generally 30-46
cm deep (6L-91 cm for large

mainstem areas) with little or
no overhead cover/structure

.l Large pools generally 46-61.

.. cm deep 19L-!22 cm for large

mainstem areas) with some
overhea d coverl.st+uc1q re

. Large pools generally > 6L cm
deep (> L22 cm for large
mainstem areas) with good

overhead cover/structure

. Extensive channel alteration
and/or point bar
form atio n/en la rgement

. Moderate amount of channel
alteration and/or moderate
increase in point bar

formation/enlargement

. Slighf 
'amount 

of channel
,,''alteration and/or slight

: increase in point bar
''{ormation/enla rgemqnt"

. No channel alteration or
significant point bar
formation/enlargement

./aittielvoot ratio o1$:1 s;
{ >7.5L:L 

--'*

. Riffle/Pool ratio 0,5-0.69:1;
1.31-1.5:1

. Riffle/Pool ratio 0.7-0.89:1;
1.11-1.3:1

. Riffle/Pool ratio 0.9-1.1:1

[iR
. 

- 
SUffimer afternoon water
temperature > 27oC

. Summer afternoon water
temperature 24-27oC

. Summer afternoon water
temperature 20-240C

. Summer afternoon water
temperature < 20oC

Point range tr0 tr1tr2 fi, tr a trsfl 6 tr7178

Water
Quality

. Substrate fouling level:

High (> 50%)

. Substrate fouling level:

Moderate .21,-50%)

. Substrate fouling level:
Very light (LL-ZOo/ol

. Substrite fouling leve)l-..
Rock underside (O-10%) ":

Brown colour
TDS: > 150 mg/L

. Grey colour

. TDS: 101-150 mg/L

. Slightly grey colour

. TDS:50-100 mg/L

. Clear flow

. TDS: < 50 mg/L

. Objects vlsible to depth
< 0.15 m below surface

Objects visible to depth
0.15-0.5 m below surface

. Objects visible to depth
0.5-1.0 m below surface

. Objects visible to depth
> 1.0 m below surface ,'

. Moderate to strong organic
odour

. Slight to moderate organic
odou r

. Slight organic odour .\oodour 
/

Point range tr0 u1tr2 trs tr+ trs fl 6
*n/g, 

a

Riparian area predominantly
wooded but with major
localized gaps

Forested buffer generally
> 31 m wide along major
portion of both banks

Wide (> 60 m) mature
forested buffer along both
ban ks

Canopy coverage;
< 50% shadin8 (30%

. Canopy coverage:
50-60% shading l3O-44% for
large mainstem areas)

. Canopy coverage:
60-79% shading 135-59% tot
large mainstem areas)

. Canopycoverage:
> 80% shading (> 60% for large
mainstem areas)

Additional notes; Total overall score (0 - 42) = , , :

Ra nking Poor {<13) Fair (13-24) Good (25-34) lxcellent (>35)

AN
I

Completed uv, ACrl[A Checked by:
i



General Site Characteristics

Features

,-i Reach break

H Cross-section

--+' 
Flow direction

-._^-, Riffle

C) Poot

6!) lsland/bar

:++* Eroded bank

Undercut bank

XXxxXx RiPraP/stabilization

+> lnstream lo&/tree

x. .x. x Fence

ll Culvert

1----) Swamp_\. /
\J/ \f r* Grasses

Flow Type

Hl Standint water

H2 Scarcely perceptible flow

H3 smooth surface flow

H4 Upwelling

H5 Rippled

H6 Unbroken standing wave

H7 Broken standing wave

H8 Chute

H9 Free fall

Substrate

sl silt

52 Sand

53 Gravel

54 Small cobble

ss Large cobble

55 Small boulder

57 Large boulder

58 Bimodal

s9 Bedrock/till

Other

8M Benchmark TR Terrace

FC Flood chute BOS Bottom ofslope

FP Floodplain ToS Top of slope

GC Grade control VWC Valley wall contact

KP Knick point wD, Woody debris.jam

Project CodelPhase: ?fV

Addition'l not"tt siao, r,,!r".krro , Lt urrrr,rj.|)

GEA RPHIXlro
I
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Reach Characteristics

GEO MORPHIX

Project Code/Phase:

Dater \"\v 5,]otto Stream/Reach: 5
Weather: Uryral^t., (rnfl.r 33o( Location:

Field staff: No ea- Watershed/Subwatershed : Ca,,'P g=ir,
UTM (Upstream) *tCZ63, qr"^€, 

E o lSoZ\, L'LvqtJ UTM (Downstream) t{a.(t9to .a* ,.,"8 . 5ol5q f{ r 58 ,"r N

Evidence:

Riparian Vegetation

Dominant Type:

(rabre6) til
Species:

Coverage:

E None

Channel
widths

n r-+

Age Class (yrs) : Encroachment:

E lmmature (<5) (Table 7)

I Fragmentea p a-ro E Established (5-30)
_tp Continuous E > 10 E Mature (>30)

rype (Tables) [7--l .or"r.ge of Reach (%)

Woody Debris Density of WD:

E Present in Cutbank

E Present in Channel

{** wDJ/Som:

I Moderate

rHier, I o 
I

Water Quality

Odour (Table 16)

m
Turbidity (Table 17)

E

Sinuosity (Type) Sinuosity (Degree) Gradient Number of ChannelsNumber of Channels rl r r.,l clay/Silt 'Slnr

(rabre12) E Jilrrur,,."," il d
il" C,t5.;;r cobble. Boulder Parent Rootlets

/rDw
_./trDtrlu.r

(rabree) A (Tabrelo) m (rabre11) ll]
Entrenchment Type of Bank Failure Downs's Classification

(rabre13) [U

Bankfull Width (m)

Rlffresubstrat" il d d il r D w

,{&lsubstrate V tr t tr E tr V
BankMateriat {trtr[nna/

Bank Angle Bank Erosion

E o-30 A/25%

compteted by, L& Checked by:

f'.rra^rltt C*prl,
I t)

l?:ffi ffi *l;:JIT 
E'*"H,ly,; E'*"il'j;:xl E''i#,',:H [n r]Groundwa,er

Aquatic/lnstream Vegetation

'"",:rjf,(s,^oo,@RiffleLength{m)t]Undercuts(m}mcomments:

-1"i.*rJ, 30 [-l [_] |-] wiffreba, tADvtEstimated .- c,nrnL,P AAeA



CEo{MoRPHrx

F<cdu,.,t\r Cbln-L-
Watershed/Subwatershed :Field Staff:

Rapid 6eomorphic Assessment Project Code/Phase:

Process
Geomorphic lndicator Present? Factor

ValueNo. Description Yes No

Evidence of
Aggradation

(At)

1 Lobate bar

n/q

2 Coarse materials in riffles embedded

3 Siltation in pools

4 Medial bars

5 Accretion on point bars

6 Poor longitudinal sorting of bed materials

7 Deposition in the overbank zone

Sum of indices = r{ Z D.5?

Evidence of
Degradation

(Dt)

1 Exposed bridge footing(s) tr/A

0({

2 Exposed sanitary/ storm sewer/ pipeline / etc.

3 Elevated storm sewer outfall(s) \,/

4 Undermined gabion baskets / concrete aprons / etc. '\#.,
5 Scour pools downstream of culverts / storm sewer outlets

6 Cut face on bar forms

7 Head cutting due to knick point migration

I Terrace cut through older bar material lr/

9 Suspended armour layer visible in bank /
10 Channel worn into undisturbed overburden / bedrock t,/

Sum of indices = n
(7
K 0

Evidence of
Widening

(wt)

1, Fallen / leaning trees / fence posts / etc.

vb

) Occurrence of large organic debris V
3 Exposed tree roots

4 Basal scour on inside meander bends \l
5 Basal scour on both sides of channel through riffle V
6 Outflanked gabion baskets / concrete walls / etc. \TA
7 Length of basal scour >50% through subject reach

Exposed length of previously buried pipe / cable / etc. rtf{
I Fracture lines along top of bank

L0 Exposed building foundation \JA
Sum of indices = a\ n,fi

Evidence of
Planimetric

Form
Adjustment

(Pt)

1 Formation of chute(s) w

ola

2 Single thread channel to multiple channel \/
3 Evolution of pool-riffle form to low bed relief form V
4 Cut-off channel(s)

5 Formation of island(s) t/

6 Thalweg alignment out of phase meander form

7 Bar forms poorly formed / reworked / removed

Sum of indices = f"t

Additional notes: Stabilitylndex(Sl) = (Al+Dl+Wl+Pl\/4= l. :

Condition ln Regime ln Transition/Stress ln Adjustment

Sl score = Y o.oo-o.zo Ll 0.21 - o.4o fl 0.41

completed ou, &lf&-Checked by:

Date: Jw\q 5 zort Stream/Reach: Q-r.aru {
Weather: fY\Fr.*\.. G..^.^. , i3"{- Location:

AD ,;-e- Cc.trYr €.{.Lrr



Rapid Stream Assessment Technique Pro ect Number: VN tbtrg

Date: f wuq 5 Zut b Stream/Reach:
/\-
Kpa,L' 5

Weather: {tLtnuro,*. 3% 
*i" Location: ?un ,."*1 q54,s-.16

Field Staff: ii;*t#-. Wate rshed/Su bwatershed : Cc*fP R.rcr
Evaluation
category

Poor Fair Good Excellent

Channel

Stability

< 50% of bank network stable
Recent bank sloughing,
slumping or failure frequently
observed

. 50--10% of bank network
sta ble

. Recent signs of bank

sloughing, slumping or failure
fairly common

. 71-80% of bank network
sta ble

. Infrequent signs of bank
sloughing, slumping or failure

. > 8Oo/^ of bank network s&ble
I. No evidence of bank -.,r

sloughing, slumping or failure

. Stream bend areas highly

unstable
. Outer bank height 1.2 m

above stream bank
(2.1 m above stream bank for
large mainstem areas)

. Bank overhang > 0.8-1.0 m

. Stream bend areas unstable

. Outer bank height 0.9-I.2m
above stream bank
(1.5-2.1 m above stream
bank for large mainstem

areas)
. Bank overhang 0.8-0.9 m

Stream bend areas stable

Outer bank height 0,6-0.9 m

above stream bank
(1.2-1.5 m above stream bank
for large mainstem areas)

Bank overhang 0.6-0.8 m

bend areas

t<0.6mabove
m above

<0.

. Young exposed tree roots
a bund a nt

. > 6 recent large tree falls per

stream mile

. Young exposed tree roots
common

. 4-5 recent large tree falls per

stream mile

. Exposed tree roots
predominantly old and large,

smaller young roots scarce
. 2-3 recent large tree falls per

stream mile -

and woody

. Bottom U3 of bank is highly
erodible material

. Plant/soil matrix severely
compromised

. Bottom 1/3 of bank is
generally highly erodible
material

. Plant/soil matrix
comprom ised

. rd5ttom 1/3 of bank is \
/ generally highly resistant )
\ nlant/soil matrix or maglal\-- 

--"/"'

. Bottom 1/3 of bank is
generally highly resistant
plant/soil matrix or material

#"--...---\

. Channel cross-section is

general ly trapezoidally-
shaped

. Channel cross-section is

generally trapezoidally-
sh a ped

. Channel cross-section is

generally V- or U-shaped

. Channel cross-section is \
t

generally V- or U-shaped

Point range tr0 u1tr2 trstr+trs tr6 Jt Us ng{rotr1.1.

hni Project N b (N rt ,r:,

Channel
Scouring/
Sediment
Deposition

. > 75% embedded (> 85%

embedded for large

mainstem areas)

50-75% embedded (60-85%

embedded for large

mainstem.areas)

. 25-49% embedded (35-59%

embedded for larsF
mainstem areaS)-'

. Riffle embeddedness < 25%

sand-silt (< 35% embedded for
Iarge malnstem areas)

. Few, if any, dgep pools

. Pobl substrate cqmposition:
> 81% sand-silt '

. Low to moderate nuiler of
deep pool5

. Pool substrate composition:
50-80% sand-silt

. Moderate number of deep
pools

. Pool substrate composition:
30'59% sand-silt

. High number of deep pools
(> 61 cm deep)
(> 122 cm deep for large
mainstem areas)

. Pool substrate composition:
< 30% sand-silt

. Streambed streak marks
and/or "banana"-shaped

sediment deposits common

. Streambed streak marks
and/ur "bdnarla"-slraped

sediment deposits common

. Streambed streak marks
and/or "banana"-shapecJ

sediment deposits absent

. Fresh, large sand deposlts \
very €ommon in channel ..,- ..'

. Moderate to heavy sjnd
deposition along major
portion of overbank area

. Fresh, large sand deposits
common in channel

. Small localiZed areai of"fr.esh

sand deposits a,ong top of
low banks

Fresh, large sand deposits
uncommon in channel
Small localized areas of fresh
sand deposits along top of
low banks

Fresh, large sand deposits rare
or absent from channel
No evidence of fresh sediment
deposition on overbank

. Point bars present at most
stream bends, moderate to
large and unstable wlth high
amount of fresh sand

. Point bars common,
moderate to large and

unstable with high amount of
fresh sand

. Point bars small and itable,
well-vegetatedand/or \
armoured with little or nol
fresh sand

. Point bars few, small and

stable, wel l-vegetated and/or
armoured with little or no
fresh sand

Point range Eotr1trl 2 E3F4 ElsEl6 tr7Es

. Streambed streak ma'ks 
- 
\

ond/or "batrana" shoped i
sediment deposits .,'
uh€om mon



6EolMoRPHrx

ExcellentEvaluation
Category

Poor Fair Good

Physical

lnstream
Habitat

. Wetted perimeter < AOY,ol

bottom channel width (< 45%

for large mainstem areas)

. Wetted perimeter 40-60% of
bottom channel width (45-

65% for large mainstem
a reas)

. Wetted perimeter 6L-85%of
bottom channel width (66-

9O%for large mainstem
a rea s)

Wetted perimeter > 85% of 't

bottom channel width (> 90olo

for larg.e mainstem areas)

Dominated by one-ttalitat
rype (usually runs) anj'b1
one velocity and depth \
condition (slow and shallow\
(for large mainstem areas, J

few riffles present, l,utt, arld
pools dominant, ve,lgotrl'ind
depth diversity low)

. Few pools present, riffles and

runs dominant. velocity and

depth generally slow and

shallow (for large mainstem

aTeas, runs and pools

dominant, velocity and dePth

diversity intermediate)

. Good mix between riffles,

runs and pools
. Relatively diverse velocitY and

depth of flow

. Riffles, runs and pool habitat
present

. Diverse veloclty and dePth of
flow present (i.e., slow, {ast,

shallow and deep water)

. Riffle substrate composition:
predominantly gravel with
high percentage of sand

. < 5% cobble

Riffle substrate comPosition:
good mix of gravel, cobble,
and rubble material
75-49% cobble

. Riffle substrate comPosition:

cobble, gravel, rubble, boulder

mix with little sand
. > 50% cobble

Riffle depth < 10 cm for large

mainstem areas

. fliTfle depth 10-15 crirlor
Iarge malnstem areSs/

' Riffle depth 15-20 cm for
large mainstem areas

. Riffle depth > 20 cm forlarge
mainstem areas

Large pools generalI cm

(< 61 cm for large

mainstem areas) and

. Large pools generally 30-46
cm deep (61-91 cm for large

mainstem areas) with little or
no overhead cover/structure

, Large pools generallY 46-61

cm deep (91-122 cm for large

mainstem areas) with some

overhead cover/structure

. Large pools generally > 61 cm

deep (> 122 cm for large

mainstem areas) with good

overhead cover/structure

. Extensive channel alteration
and/or point bar
form atio n/en la rgement

. Moderate amount of channel

alteration and/or moderate

increase in point bar
formation/en la rge ment

. Slight amount of channel

alteration and/or slight

increase in point bar
formatio n/e n la rgement

. No channel alteri\or
sienificant ooint bar \

t

form ation/en la rge me q't-_=-__.-*,_-

'lH,,i"'"tio1ps; . Riffle/Pool ratio 0.5-0.69:1;
1.31- L.5:1

. Riffle/Pool ratio 0.7-0.89:1;
1..1.7-7.3:L

. Riffle/Pool ratio 0.9-1.1:1

NA
. Summer afternoon water

temperature > 27oC

. Summer afternoon water
temperature 24-270C

. Summer afternoon water
temperature 20-24oC

. Summer afternoon water
temperature < 2ooc

Point range tr o tr t Nz E3 E4 nsn6 tr7f1 8

Water
Quality

. Substrate fouling level:

High (> s0%)

. Substrate fouling lev\
Moderate 121-5O'/o) ,)

. Substrate fouling level:

Very lisht 11,1,-20%)

. Substrate fouling level:

BSd qa_derlide rc:l_02)

. Brown colour

. TDS: > 150 mg/L

-------..".'/. brey colOur
. TDS: 101-150 mgll

Slightly grey colour
TDS: 50-100 mg/L

Clear flow
TDS: < 50 mg/L

. Objectsvisibleto depth
< 0.15 m below surface

. Objects visible to depth
0.15 0,5 m below surface

. Objects visible to depth
O.S-1.0 m below surface

. Objects visible to dept/
>lOmbelowsurfacd

Moderate to strong organic
odour

. Slight to moderate organic
odour

. Slight organic odour . No 
_adur____/

Point range E]0tr1fl 2 tr3 E4 trsF6 Il 7 tr8

Riparian
Habitat

Conditions

riparian area

mostly non-woody
vegetation

. Riparian area predominantly
wooded but with major
localized gaps

. Forested buffer generally
> 31 m wide along major
portion of both banks

. Wide (> 60 m) mature
forested buffer along both
banks

. Canopy coverage: tr

< 50% shading (30% for large

mainstem areas)..-;

Canopy coverage:
50-60% shading {3A-44% lor
large mainstem areas)

. Canopy coverage:
60-79% shading {45-59o/o for
large mainstem areas)

CanopV coverage:
> 80% shading (> 50% for large
mainstem areas)

Point range tropr E2 fl 3 trc Es tr 6 a7

Additional notes: Total overall score{-0-;42) = n ;
Ranking Poor (<13) Fair (13-24) Good (25-34) Excellent (>35)

a3
i

completed uv, AO/E P., checked by:
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Detailed Geomorphological Assessment Summary

Project Number: Date: 

Client: Length Surveyed (m):

Location: # of Cross-Sections: 

Drainage Area: Not measured Dominant Riparian Vegetation Type: 

Geology/Soils: Glaciolacustrine Extent of Riparian Cover: Continuous

Surrounding Land Use: Industrial/forest Width of Riparian Cover: 

Valley Type: Partially confined Age Class of Riparian Vegetation: 

Dominant Instream Vegetation Type: Extent of Encroachment into Channel:

Portion of Reach with Vegetation: Density of Woody Debris: 

Measured Discharge (m
3
/s): Calculated Bankfull Discharge (m

3
/s):                               

Modelled 2-year Discharge (m
3
/s): Calculated Bankfull Velocity (m/s):                                

Modelled 2-year Velocity (m/s):

Bankfull Gradient (%): Sinuosity:

Channel Bed Gradient (%): Meander Belt Width (m):

Riffle Gradient (%):              Radius of Curvature (m):

Riffle Length (m): Meander Amplitude (m):

Riffle-Pool Spacing (m): Meander wavelength (m):

Minimum Maximum Average Minimum Maximum Average

Bank Height (m):

Bank Angle (deg): Torvane Value (kg/cm
2
):

Root Depth (m): Penetrometer Value (kg/cm
3
): 

Root Density (%): Bank Material (range): 

Bank Undercut (m): 0.00

Not measured

Not measured

Not measured

Not measured

1.83

Bank Characteristics

Not measured0.18

#DIV/0!

Not modelled

Not modelled 1.05

1.64

17.54

8.13

2.63

0.17

0.33

Moderate

No encroachment

Mature (>30 years)

> 10 channel widths

Cedar forest

10%

Rooted submergent

8

104.1

July 6, 2016

Feedmill Creek

DSEL

PN16059

Reach Characteristics

Hydrology

Longitudinal Profile

65

Profile Characteristics

0.30

0.28

Clay to sand

0.25 0.65

Planform Characteristics

0.38

30

0.05

4 17

Not measured90

0.04

35

98.5

98.7

98.9

99.1

99.3

99.5

99.7

99.9

100.1
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Water Level

Channel Bed 
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Bankfull Width (m):

Average Bankfull Depth (m):

Bankfull Width/Depth (m/m):

Wetted Width (m):

Average Water Depth (m):

Wetted Width/Depth (m/m):

Entrenchment (m):

Entrenchment Ratio (m/m):

Maximum Water Depth (m):

Manning's n :

Particle Size (mm) Subpavement:  

D10 : Particle shape: 

D50 : Embeddedness (%):

D84 : Particle range (riffle): 

Particle Range (pool): 

Gravel, cobble

Cross-Sectional Characteristics

Cumulative Particle Size Distribution

50.8

<2

<2

Clay to cobble

Sand to cobble

10 - 100%

Subangular

0.15

Representative Cross-Section # 4

Substrate Characteristics

6

6

10

2.05

0.030

13

0.220.40

0.32

0.08

Not measured

Not measured

24

0.54

2.593.34

Minimum

0.32

52

0.06

0.41

4.69

Average

3.33 3.79

Maximum

Channel Bed Elevation

Bankfull Elevation
Surface Water Elevation
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Photograph at cross section 4 (looking downstream)
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Flow Competency (m/s): Tractive Force at Bankfull (N/m2):

for D50: Tractive Force at 2-year flow (N/m
2
):

for D84: Critical Shear Stress (D50) (N/m
2
):

Unit Stream Power at Bankfull (W/m
2
):

Insert Photograph

N/A

Not modelled

13.24

13.96

1.20

N/A

Channel Thresholds

Reach 3 follows a meandering path within a continuous cedar forest. The reach is partially confined, has 

a moderate gradient and a meander amplitude of approximately 15 m. Riffles and pools are well-

developed. Some riffles within the reach but outside of the surveyed extent were much longer than 

those surveyed. Bed substrate ranged from clay to large cobbles. Sand deposits were noted on meander 

bends. Bank angles ranged from 60 to 90° with undercuts up to 0.5 m but typically in the range of 0.20 

m. Bank erosion was 30-60%. Most banks were well supported by both fine and large woody root 

matrix. Woody debris was frequently encountered in the channel.

Cross Section 6 - Looking Downstream

Channel Description

General Field Observations
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